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Abstract. We describe the semigroup and group structure of the set
of solutions to equation Xm = Xs over the multiplicative semigroups of
factor rings of residually finite commutative rings and of residually finite
commutative PID’s. The analysis is done in terms of the structure of max-
imal unipotent subsemigroups and subgroups of semigroups of the corre-
sponding rings. In case of residually finite PID’s we employ the available
idempotents analysis of the Euler–Fermat Theorem in these rings used to
determine minimal positive integers ν and µ such that for all elements x
of these rings one has xκ+δ = xκ. In particular, the case when this set of
solutions is a union of groups is handled. As a simple application we show
a not yet noticed group structure of the set of solutions to xn = x (mod n)
connected with the message space of RSA cryptosystems and Fermat pseu-
doprimes.

1. Introduction

In the present paper we describe the semigroup structure of the set of so-
lutions to equation

(1.1) Xm = Xs
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over some classes of commutative rings, where m > s ≥ 1 are given positive in-
tegers. The prototype case of equation (1.1), the set of solutions to congruence

(1.2) xm ≡ x (mod n)

over the ring Zn of residue classes modulo n, where m > 1 is a given positive
integer, is a subject of an investigation in connection with various types of
problems, e.g. with the Fermat Little Theorem and its various generalizations.
In [6] the author initiated the study of the semigroup structure of the set
of solutions to the polynomial congruence (1.2) over the ring Zn of residue
classes modulo n, where m > 1 is a given positive integer. In his main result
(Theorem 4) the author claims that the the semigroup of solutions to (1.2)
can be written as the union of the maximal unipotent subgroups corresponding
to the idempotents of the multiplicative semigroup of Zm. Nevertheless, this
claim is not correct in the full generality as it is shown by Example 4.2 below.
The approach used in [6] uses tools from the theory of polynomials combined
partially with some results taken from the theory of semigroups.1 Our approach
to handle the more general equation (1.1) is based on a purely semigroup
technique developed by Š. Schwarz [19] in his analysis of the classical Euler–
Fermat in the form in which it was extended to more general commutative
rings in [13].

2. Idempotents, maximal unipotent semigroups and groups

Let T ( 6= ∅) be a multiplicatively semigroup. Let 〈x〉 = {x, x2, x3, . . . } be the
cyclic (also monogenic) semigroup generated by the singleton set {x}, x ∈ T .
If x ∈ T is of finite order, i.e. card(〈x〉) < ℵ0, let κ = κ(x) and δ = δ(x) stand
for the smallest positive integers such that xκ = xκ+δ. The numbers κ, δ will
be referred to as the index and the period of x, respectively. The order of the
cyclic semigroup 〈x〉, or the order of x is defined as κ+ δ − 1.

If x ∈ T is of finite order then the periodically repeating subset

KT
x = {xκ, xκ+1, . . . , xκ+δ−1}

of 〈x〉 forms a cyclic group with respect to the multiplication in T . KT
x is the

maximal subgroup contained in 〈x〉 ([4, Exercise 1.7.4]). Its order is δ(x). The

1In addition he gives and comments splitting of polynomial X3 − X into linear factors
over Z24 and gives 12 its decompositions into linear factors [6, p. 129]. The decomposition
(X − 9)(X − 16)(X − 23) is missing in his list of factorizations of X3 −X over Z24. Notice
that there is no factorization into irreducible factors involving quadratic irreducible factors
in this case. This is not true in general, however, as one may conjecture using the examples
given in [6].
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identity element of this cyclic group, say e, is the unique idempotent of T which
belongs to 〈x〉 and we say that the element x corresponds to the idempotent e.
Let ET denote the set of idempotents of T . A necessary and sufficient condition
for a semigroup to contain a subgroup is that the set ET of its idempotents is
non-empty. The elements of a semigroup which belong to one of its subgroups
are called group elements and they are characterized by the following simple
results

Lemma 2.1. An element of a semigroup T is a group element in T if and only
if its index equals 1.

A semigroup which each element is a group element is called a Clifford
semigroup.2 If a semigroup T is a union of groups, it is a union of (disjoint)
groups [4, Exercise 1.7.5 & 6] and this in a unique way.

If e ∈ ET then eTe = {eae : a ∈ T} is a subsemigroup of T with identity
element e and the group of units of eTe contains every subgroup H of T that
meets it ([4, Theorem 1.11]). We shall denote this group GT (e) and call it the
maximal (one-idempotent or unipotent) subgroups of T corresponding to the
idempotent e.

Our basic prototype semigroup used for demonstration will be the multi-
plicative semigroup of the ring Zn of residue classes of the ring Z of integers
modulo n. We shall identify the residue class [x]n = [x] modulo n containing x
with x itself when no ambiguity are consequences of such shorthand notation.

Example 2.1. If n = 48 = 24 · 3 the set of idempotents of Z48 is EZ48
=

= {0, 1, 16, 33}, and Z48 has 4 maximal subgroups:

GZ48(0) = {0},
GZ48(1) = {1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 25, 29, 31, 35, 37, 41, 43, 47},
GZ48(16) = {16, 32},
GZ48(33) = {3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 33, 39, 45}.

Here Z48 cannot be representable as a union of groups, e.g. 2 is not a group
element as follows from Lemma 2.1. From similar reasons also Z24 or Z12 cannot
be representable as a union of groups. On the other hand, Z6 is representable
in such a way, Z6 = {0} ∪ {1, 5} ∪ {2, 4} ∪ {3}.

If e ∈ ET and

PT (e) = {x ∈ T : xn = e for some n}
2Thus we take into account the original definition of the Clifford semigroups as studied for

the first time in [3], as the semigroups admitting relative inverses, i.e. as completely regular
semigroups. The second and today more accepted variant of the Clifford’s semigroups, as
regular semigroups whose all idempotents are central [11] were also studied in this Clifford’s
paper. Nevertheless, both notions coincide in the commutative case.
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then group GT (e) is the unique maximal group contained in PT (e). If T is
commutative then PTe is a semigroup. If T is moreover a periodic semigroup
then the semigroups PT (e), e ∈ ET , form a partition of T . The set PT (e)
is called the the maximal (one-idempotent or unipotent) subsemigroups of T
corresponding to the idempotent e. For instance,

Example 2.2. The maximal one-idempotent subsemigroups of Z48 are

PZ48(0) = {0, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42},
PZ48(1) = {1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 25, 29, 31, 35, 37, 41, 43, 47},
PZ48(16) = {2, 4, 8, 10, 14, 16, 20, 22, 26, 28, 32, 34, 38, 40, 44, 46},
PZ48(33) = {3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 33, 39, 45}.

3. A tower of Fermat–Euler Theorems

Our equations (1.1) and (1.2) are not only visually but principally connected
with the classical Euler–Fermat Theorem. A general semigroup analysis of such
equation in connection with this theorem was developed in [19] and in a more
general form in [13]. It is based on the observation that we have a “tower”
of three interlocking semigroups around every element x of a commutative
periodic semigroup T :

• the monogenic subsemigroup 〈x〉 generated by x,

• the maximal subsemigroup PT (e) where e is the idempotent to which x
corresponds, and

• the whole multiplicative semigroup T .

There is a correspondingly related tower of interlocking groups KT
x , GT (e), and

the group of units of T , respectively. Following Schwarz [19], we can formulate
a corresponding Fermat–Euler Theorem on each of these three levels. See [19]
or [13] for more details and proofs. The ‘first floor’ instance, is the Individual
Fermat–Euler Theorem:

Lemma 3.1 (Individual Fermat–Euler Theorem). Let T be a commutative
periodic semigroup. If x ∈ T then

xκ(x)+δ(x) = xκ(x)

and the numbers κ(x) and δ(x) are the least positive numbers with this property.
Moreover if xs+h = xs then s ≥ κ(x) and δ(x) | h.
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Let semigroup T be commutative and periodic. Let T have the property
that the orders of the all its cyclic semigroups 〈x〉, x ∈ T , have a uniform
finite bound. Then T will be called the Fermat–Euler-semigroup (shortly
FE-semigroup). In this case we define the numbers κt, and δT by the following
relations

κT = max{κ(x) : x ∈ T},
δT = l.c.m.{δ(x) : x ∈ T}.

The reason for the name FE-semigroup is the following result (cf. also [13]):

Lemma 3.2 (Global Fermat–Euler Theorem). Let T be a FE-semigroup. Then
for every x ∈ T we have

xκT+δT = xκT

and the numbers κT , δT are the least positive integers such that this equality
holds for each x ∈ T . Moreover if xs+h = xs for every x ∈ R, then s ≥ κT and
δT | h.

We can also apply the idea of the Global Fermat–Euler Theorem to the
maximal unipotent semigroups PT (e) in the following way. For e ∈ ET , define

κT (e) = max{κ(x) : x ∈ PT (e)},
δT (e) = l.c.m.{δ(x) : x ∈ PT (e)}.

Then for the maximal semigroup PT (e) we obtain

Lemma 3.3 (Local Fermat–Euler Theorem). Let T be a FE-semigroup. If
e ∈ ET , then for every x ∈ PT (e) we have

xκe+δe = xκe .

The numbers κe, δe are the least positive integers such that this equality holds
for each x ∈ PT (e). Moreover if xs+h = xs for every x ∈ PT (e) then s ≥ κe
and δe | h.

4. Solutions over commutative rings

The impetus to this note was given by a result involving the ring of inte-
gers Z. In what follows we shall investigate the above mentioned problem over
some classes of commutative rings containing ring Z as a special case. In what
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follows R will denote a commutative ring with the identity element 1 = 1R, and
ER will denote the set of idempotents of the multiplicative semigroups (R, ·)
of R. Since 1R ∈ ER, set ER is non-empty.

Given positive integers m > s ≥ 1, let SR(m, s) denote the set of elements
of x ∈ R satisfying equation (1.1). Since R is commutative and ER ⊂ SR(m, s),
SR(m, s) is a non-empty subsemigroup of the multiplicative semigroup (R, ·)
of ring R. Moreover

PS
R(m,s)(e) = SR(m, s) ∩ PR(e), e ∈ ER.

The following result shows a general sufficient condition when SR(m, s) is
a union of groups:

Theorem 4.1. Let R be a commutative ring with the identity element and

m ≥ 2. Then semigroup SR(m, 1) is a Clifford one, i.e. PS
R(m,1)(e) is a

subgroup of GS
R(m,1)(e) for each e ∈ ER.

Proof. Semigroup SR(m, 1) is a periodic commutative semigroup. If x ∈
∈ SR(m, 1), then relation xm = x implies that x is of index 1, that is every
element of SR(m, 1) is a group element (Lemma 2.1). Consequently SR(m, 1)
is a union of groups (cf. also [4, Exercise 1.6.5 & Exercise 1.7.6(a)] or [17]). �

Even if the previous Theorem shows that the set of solutions to Xm ≡ X
(mod n) over Zn, n ∈ Z is a union of groups, it is not necessarily the union of
the maximal one-idempotent groups GR(e), as the next Example shows

Example 4.2. The following subgroups of maximal one-idempotent groups
in Z48 form a partition of the semigroup SZ48(3, 1) of solutions to X3 ≡ X
(mod 48)

PS
Z48 (3,1)(0) = {0} = GZ48(0),

PS
Z48 (3,1)(1) = {1, 7, 17, 23, 25, 31, 41, 47}  GZ48(1),

PS
Z48 (3,1)(16) = {16, 32} = GZ48(16),

PS
Z48 (3,1)(33) = {9, 15, 33, 39}  GZ48(33).

Despite this, there is a class of situation when the set of solutions SZn(m, 1)
is the union of the maximal one-idempotent groups GZn(e), e ∈ EZn

. For
instance, if n = 24 then for the same polynomial congruence X3 ≡ X we have

PS
Z24 (3,1)(e) = GZ24(e) for every idempotent e of Z24. This case was used

as a demonstration supporting the mentioned result claimed in [6]. In this
section we show a correction to this result in more general settings. Namely
for commutative rings and some so-called residually finite commutative rings.
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Our approach will be based on an idempotent technique developed in [13]. In
this setting we shall also address some related questions, e.g. for which n and

e ∈ EZn
we have GS

Zn (m,1)(e) = GZn(e), etc.

Notice that if s > 1, the semigroup PS
R(m,s)(e) need not be a group in

general as the following Example shows:

Example 4.3. Consider the ring Z48 and m = 4, s = 2. Then the partition of
the set SZ48(4, 2) of solutions to X4 ≡ X2 (mod 48) in Z48 into subsemigroups
of the maximal one-idempotent semigroups of Z48 is:

PS
Z48 (4,2)(0) = {0, 12, 24, 36},

PS
Z48 (4,2)(1) = {1, 7, 17, 23, 25, 31, 41, 47},

PS
Z48 (4,2)(16) = {4, 8, 16, 20, 28, 32, 40, 44},

PS
Z48 (4,2)(33) = {9, 15, 33, 39}.

The corresponding maximal one-idempotent subgroups of SZ48(4, 2) are identi-
cal to those appearing in case SZ48(3, 1) from a reason which will be explained
later in Corollary 4.7.

In this example PS
Z48 (2,4)(16) is not a group. Exercise 4 of [4, § 1.9] implies

that PS
R(m,s)(e) is not even a regular semigroup for s > 1 in general. In

PS
Z48 (4,2)(16) the elements 4, 8, 20, 28, 40, 44 are not regular, but 16 and 32 as

group elements are regular.

It is even possible that maximal unipotent subsemigroups of SR(m, s) re-
duce to trivial subgroups, namely subgroups of the form {e} where e ∈ ET as
the following example shows.

Example 4.4. We have

PS
Z48 (5,2)(0) = {0, 12, 24, 36},

PS
Z48 (5,2)(1) = {1},

PS
Z48 (5,2)(16) = {4, 16, 28, 40},

PS
Z48 (5,2)(33) = {33}.

That GS
Z48 (5,2)(e) = {e} for all e ∈ EZ48

follows from the fact that d(x) = 1 for
all elements of SZ48(5, 2) (by the way, we have k(x) = 2 for all non-idempotent
elements of SZ48(5, 2)).

The semigroups which are union of groups take a significant place in the
theory of semigroups. In our situation this is the case, e.g. for multiplicative
semigroups of rings Zn where n is a square-free integer, as we shall see later.3

3In this connection see also footnote 7 on p. 161.
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Theorem 4.5. Let R be a commutative ring with the identity element and let
its multiplicative semigroup be a Clifford one. Then every semigroup SR(m, s)

for m > s ≥ 1 is also Clifford, that is PS
R(m,s)(e) is a subgroup of GS

R(m,1)(e)
for every idempotent e ∈ ER.

Proof. We again show that SR(m, s) is a Clifford semigroup. Let a ∈
∈ SR(m, s). Since (R, ·) is a union of groups, there exists the inverse a−1 of a
in R. Clearly a−1 ∈ SR(m, s), for (a−1)j = (aj)−1 for both j = m and j = s,
and the conclusion follows. �

In the case of finite commutative rings, the proof is even formally simpler.
It follows from the fact that a finite group has only groups as subsemigroups
as it follows, for instance from Theorem 33 of [18].

4.1. Solutions over commutative residually finite domains

If R satisfies the following finiteness condition

(FN) For every non-zero ideal I ⊂ R the residue class ring R/I is finite.

we say that R is residually finite. The class of residually finite rings contains
besides trivial class of all finite rings also, for instance,

• the ring of integers;

• polynomial rings F [X] over a finite field F ;

• the formal power rings F{X} over a finite field F ,

• if R is residually finite then the ring of n× n matrices with entries from
R is also residually finite (and vice verse) ([1, Proposition 2.5]);

• if K ⊂ C such that [K : Q] <∞, the the ring A = K ∩A is a residually
finite ring, where A is the ring of all algebraic integers (cf. also [12,
Theorem 1]).

Though the infinite cyclic group is the only infinite commutative group in
which every non-zero subgroup is of finite index, in the case of commutative
rings the situation is different. The following lemma shows some restrictions
on rings caused by imposing the requirement of the (FN) property:4

4There appears also another definition of residually finiteness in algebra. An associative
ring (resp. a group) is said to be residually finite if for each non-zero (respectively, non-
identity) element x there is a two sided ideal (respectively, normal subgroup) not containing x
and such that the residue class ring (respectively, group) is finite. Under these definitions
of the residual finiteness the residually finite groups and rings seem to possess analogous
properties.
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Lemma 4.1 ([1]). Let R be a commutative ring (not necessarily with the iden-
tity element).

• If R is residually finite then it is an integral domain ([12]).

• R is residually finite if and only if every non-zero prime ideal of R is
finitely generated and of finite index in R ([1, Corollary 2.4]).

Let R be a commutative residually finite ring and I be its non-trivial ideal.
If a ∈ R then

[a] = [a]I = a+ I

will denote the residue class containing element a ∈ R in R/I. Since the
representation of a residue class [a] does not depend on the choice of its rep-
resentative a, we shall freely switch between the residue class [a] and its rep-
resentatives a to avoid cumbersome phrasing and notation when working with
R/I, as we have already done when working with Zn’s. Since the multiplica-
tive semigroup of R/I is commutative and periodic (even finite), we can apply
previous ideas to the set of solutions to congruence

(4.1) xm ≡ xs (mod I)

over the ring R/I of residue classes modulo I, where m > s ≥ 1 are given
positive integers.

If similarly, as above, SR/I(m, s) with m > s ≥ 1 will denote the set of
elements of [x] ∈ R/I satisfying the equation [x]m = [x]s then we get from
Theorem 4.1:

Corollary 4.1. Let R be a commutative residually finite ring with the identity
element and I its non-trivial ideal. If m ≥ 2, then each SR/I(m, 1) is a Clifford

semigroup. More precisely, PS
R/I(m,1)(e) is a subgroup of GS

R/I(m,1)(e) for
each idempotent e of (R/I, ·).

Theorem 4.5 implies the following result

Corollary 4.2. Let R be a commutative residually finite ring with the iden-
tity element and I its non-trivial ideal. Let the ideal I have the property
that the multiplicative semigroup of R/I is a Clifford semigroup. Then semi-
group SR/I(m, s) with m > s ≥ 1, is also a Clifford one. More precisely,

PS
R/I(m,s)(e) is a subgroup of GS

R/I(m,s)(e) for each idempotent e of (R/I, ·).

4.2. Solutions over residually finite PID’s

In what follows we shall solely work with (commutative) residually finite
principal ideal domains R with identity element 1 = 1R. Further, I = (n) will
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stand for a non-trivial ideal, i.e. n is a non-invertible element other than zero.
Denote R/(n) = Rn.

Notice that an independent direct ring-theoretical proof of Corollary 4.1
can be given if R is a commutative residually finite PID with the identity
element. Namely, if R is a PID, it is a GCD-domain, i.e. we have uniquely (up
to a divisor of 1) defined the GCD of every couple of its elements. Its group
elements can be characterized as follows:

Lemma 4.2 ([8, Theorem 11] or [13, Theorem 2.4]). Let R be a PID with the
identity element and n ∈ R be a non-invertible element other than zero. Then
the element x ∈ Rn is a group member in Rn if and only if

(4.2) gcd

(
n

gcd(n, x)
, x

)
= 1.

Now, let x ∈ Rn satisfy congruence xm ≡ x (mod n) for some m ≥ 2.
Consequently, gcd(x, n) = gcd(xm, n) for they belong to the same residue class
mod n. This implies that every irreducible divisor of n divides x in the same
power as it divides n, i.e. (4.2) holds, and Corollary 4.1 follows.

Residually finite PID’s allow an easy construction of ideals satisfying as-
sumptions of Corollary 4.2. Since such a ring R is a UFD, an element
1R 6= n ∈ R is called square-free if it is not divisible by a square of an ir-
reducible element of R. Theorem 2.6 of [13] implies that the ideals generated
by square-free elements n ∈ R satisfy the assumption of Corollary 4.2, i.e. that
every element of Rn is a group element. On the other hand, the mentioned ex-
ample of X3−X over Z24 from [6] shows that the assumptions of Corollary 4.2
are not necessary for the conclusion.

Two simple applications of Corollary 4.2, to our knowledge not noticed up
to now, follow immediately:

1) In a standard RSA cryptosystem the modulus is taken to be a square-
free number of the form n = pq, where p, and q are distinct primes. We can
formally extend the idea of this classical version of the RSA cryptosystem in
several directions: (i) to take the modulus with more than 2 prime factors,
or (ii) to consider this cryptosystem over a residually finite principal ideal
domain and redefine verbatim all the basic notions and procedures used in
RSA. The first case is even supported by the PKCS#1 standard [16], the so
called Multi Prime RSA.5 The second one aims in finding more factorization
resistent domains, though in the number-theoretical UFD’s the factorization is
often easier, or equivalent to factorization over the integers (cf. e.g. [5, 20] or
[9]). In either case we obtain the following application

5On the plus size, this may offer some performance improvement. On the negative side,
using too small factors may weaken the modulus.
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Corollary 4.3. Let R be a residually finite PID with the identity element and
I its ideal generated by a square-free element n. If k is a positive integer then
the set of cipher texts of a plain text with iteration exponent6 k and given
modulus n is a Clifford semigroup.

2) If R = Z, then Corollary 4.1 shows that more generally7, the same
conclusion is true for the solutions to the congruence

(4.3) xn ≡ x (mod n)

Typical prototypes of such a congruences appear in connection with (Fermat)
pseudoprimes or Carmichael numbers n, where the well-known Korselt’s crite-
rion [15] implies that every Carmichael number is square-free,

Corollary 4.4. The set of solutions to the congruence (4.3) is a Clifford semi-
group.

The following Example demonstrates the previous result for the first Carmi-
chael number:

Example 4.6. Let n = 341, then all 121 solutions to (4.3) split into four groups

GS
Z341 (341,1)(0) = GZ341(0), GS

Z341 (341,1)(1)  GZ341(1), GS
Z341 (341,1)(155) =

= GZ341(155), and GS
Z341 (341,1)(187)  GZ341(187).

Remark 4.1. We used the assumption of residual finiteness of R to ensure
that the multiplicative semigroups of reside class rings R/I are periodical semi-
groups. We can achieve a similar conclusion reducing the attention instead to
all proper ideals I of R, only to some classes of its ideals. For instance, if
R stands for an integral domain and I is a non-zero ideal of R such that
I = P r11 P r22 . . . P rtt , where P1, P2, . . . , Pt are distinct invertible maximal ide-
als of R and ri, i = 1, 2, . . . , t are positive integers, then R/I is a principal
ideal domain which multiplicative semigroup is an epigroup, and, moreover,
it is a complete lattice of unipotent epigroups (cf. [2] for more details in this
connection).

Firstov’s claim immediately induces already mentioned natural questions

when PS
R/I(m,s)(e) = PR/I(e) or when PS

R/I(m,s)(e) = GR/I(e). To answer
this questions we need a more detailed knowledge of the structure of the max-
imal unipotent semigroups and maximal unipotent groups of the residue class
rings R/I. This information for residue class rings of residually finite PID’s

6If necessary, for more details consult e.g. [21].
7Notice that in Zn we have (cf. [19] or [10]): The congruence xL ≡ x (mod n) with some

L > 1 holds for all x ∈ Zn if and only if n is square-free. The least L having this property is
L = λ(n) + 1 where λ stands for the Carmichael function.
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is given in [13]. To use these results we need some additional notation and
terminology.

Every PID is a UFD. Therefore given an ideal I = (n) of R, the elements
of the residue class [x]n modulo I have a uniquely, up to a unit, determined
GCD with n. If t = gcd(x, n) = gcd([x]n, n) we say that x corresponds to the
divisor t (of n). Let

(4.4) n = εpu1
1 . . . pus

s

be the decomposition of n ∈ R into irreducible non-associated elements of R
where ε is an invertible element and ui’s are positive integers. The radical of
an element x ∈ Rn, denoted rad(x), is the product of the distinct prime factors
of x. We have

Lemma 4.3 ([13, Theorem 2.3]). Let R be a residually finite PID with the
identity element. Then [x] ∈ Rn corresponds to the idempotent e ∈ Rn if and
only if rad(x) = rad(e).

Notice that if e, f ∈ ERn
and e 6= f , then rad(e) 6= rad(f). The next result

gives an expression for κ(x).

Lemma 4.4 ([8, Lemma 3], [13, Theorem 2.5]). Let R be a residually finite
PID with the identity element. Let n ∈ R be an non-invertible element other
than zero with factorization (4.4). Let [x] ∈ Rn be an element corresponding
to divisor t = pv11 . . . pvss of n, where 0 ≤ vj ≤ uj, 1 ≤ j ≤ s. Then

κ(x) =

{
1 if t = 1,

max
{⌈

uj

vj

⌉
: 1 ≤ j ≤ s, vj 6= 0

}
otherwise.

A divisor t ∈ R of an element n ∈ R is called a unitary divisor if gcd
(
t, nt
)

=
= 1. The idempotents of the residue class ring Rn correspond in a one to one
way to those residue classes in Rn which correspond to the unitary divisors of
n (cf. [13, Theorem 2.1] or (4.2)).

Lemma 4.4 (or Lemma 4.2) implies

Corollary 4.5. Let R be a residually finite PID with the identity element.
Then [x] ∈ Rn is a group element in Rn if and only if x corresponds to a
unitary divisor of n.

If m = εqw1
1 . . . qws

s is the decomposition of m ∈ R, ε a unit, into irreducible
non–associated elements in a unique factorization ring R, then define

ηR(m) = max{wi ; i ∈ {1, . . . , s}}.

Formula giving the value of κe can be now given explicitly:
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Lemma 4.5 ([13, Theorem 2.6(i)]). Let R be a residually finite PID with the
identity element. Let [e] be an idempotent in Rn corresponding to the unitary
divisor t of n. Then κe = ηR(t) and κ0(=: κRn

) = ηR(n).

To give a formula for δe is a more complex problem. Since δe is the expo-
nent of the group GRn(e), to give an explicit formula for δe we need a precise
structural characterization of this group. Unfortunately this is known only
in some special cases. For instance, in the case R = Z the value of δe is
given by Carmichael function λ. More precisely, if idempotent e corresponds
to the unitary divisor t of n, then the exponent of GZn(e) equals λ(n/t) and
δ1 = δRn = λ(n). For related examples of rings of algebraic integers consults
for an overview for formulas for analogs of Carmichael function paper [13] or
[7].

The numbers δ(x), δe are exponents of groups KT
x , and GT (e), respectively.

For δT we have

Lemma 4.6. Let T be the multiplicative semigroups of a finite commutative
ring R with the identity element. Then δT is the exponent of GT (1) and the
exponent δ(e) of GT (e) divides δT for every e ∈ ET ,.

Proof. We know (cf. [13, Theorem 1.5]) that in a finite commutative ring
R we have GR(1)e = GR(e), and that [13, Lemma 1.6(ii)] mapping x 7→ xe
is a group homomorphism of group GR(1) onto GR(e). Since the order of a
homomorphic image of a finite group divides its order, the Lemma follows. �

Remark 4.2. Notice that for a general commutative semigroup with the iden-
tity element we have the one-sided inclusion GT (1)e ⊂ GT (e) only. To see this
recall that ([4, Exercise 3, p. 23]) we have GT (e) = {x ∈ T : xe = x and xy =
= e for some y ∈ T}.

We now turn to the question when PS
Rn (m,s)(e) = PRn(e) for an idempo-

tent e in Rn if I = (n) is an non-trivial ideal of a residually finite PID R. In
the cases when PRn(e) is actually a group this will simultaneously answer the

question when PS
Rn (m,s)(e) is the maximal unipotent group corresponding to

idempotent e.

The Individual Fermat–Euler Theorem implies the following characteriza-

tion of PS
T (m,s)(e) and GS

T (m,s)(e):

Theorem 4.7. Let R be a residually finite PID with the identity element and
I its ideal generated by an element n. Let 1 ≤ s < m. Then for e ∈ ERn we
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have

PS
Rn (m,s)(e) = {x ∈ PRn(e) : κ(x) ≤ s, δ(x) | (m− s)} =

= {x ∈ Rn : rad(x) = rad(e), κ(x) ≤ s, δ(x) | (m− s)},

GS
Rn (m,s)(e) = {x ∈ PRn(e) : κ(x) = 1, δ(x) | (m− s)} =

= {x ∈ GRn(e) : δ(x) | (m− s)} =

= {x ∈ Rn : rad(x) = rad(e), κ(x) = 1, δ(x) | (m− s)}.

Proof. We clearly have PS
Rn (m,s)(e) ⊂ PRn(e). If an x ∈ PRn(e) satisfies

the conditions κ(x) ≤ m and δ(x) | (m− s) then the Individual Fermat–Euler

Theorem implies that xm = xs, i.e. x ∈ PSRn (m,s)(e).

The statement aboutGS
Rn (m,s)(e) follows from the fact thatGS

Rn (m,s)(e) =

= PS
Rn (m,s)(e) ∩GRn(e). �

Note that the elements with κ(x) = 1 are just group elements in every Rn
which gives a further proof of Theorem 4.1 provided m = 1.

Corollary 4.6. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.7 there holds that

PS
Rn (m,s)(e) = PRn(e) if and only if s ≥ max{κ(x) : x ∈ PRn(e)} = ηRn(d)

and δe | (m− s), where d is the unitary divisor to which e corresponds.

To the proof note that as in the previous proof the conditions m ≥ κ(x) and
δx | (m− s) are necessary and sufficient for an x ∈ PRn(e) to satisfy xm = xs.

Theorems 4.7 and 4.6 imply

Corollary 4.7. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.7 there holds that

PS
Rn (m,s)(e) = GRn(e) if and only if κe = ηRn(d) = 1 and δe | (m − s),

where d is the unitary divisor to which e corresponds.

These results show an interesting dependency not on the values m and s
themselves but only on their difference.

Corollary 4.8. If under the assumption of Theorem 4.7 we have that gcd(δe,

m − s) = t for an e ∈ ERn , then the exponent of GS
Rn (m,s)(e) equals t, or in

other words the order of any element in GS
Rn (m,s)(e) divides t.

Proof. The proof follows from two basic facts about finite commutative
groups:

• a finite commutative group of order g has a subgroup of order h for
every divisor h of g,

• in a finite commutative group of exponent f there is an element whose
order is f . �
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Thus for instance8, if R is a residually finite PID with the identity element
and if the exponent of GRn(1) is coprime to m − s then so are the exponents

of all groups GRn(e). Therefore in such a case all the GS
Rn (m,s)(e)’s are trivial

groups as it was the case with SZ48(5, 2) in Example 4.4.

As mentioned, an effective characterization of the structure of GT (e) within
PT (e) is known only in some classes of commutative semigroups T . We know
(cf. [13, p. 260]) that in a finite commutative ring R we have GR(e) = PR(e)e
or that GR(e) = P eR(e) for e ∈ ER. There follows form the first identity
that always PR(1) = GR(1), that is PR(1) is always a group. As there follows
from the lines above, if ηR(n) = 1 (i.e. n is square-free) then every PRn(e) is
a group. More precisely, if idempotent e corresponds to unitary divisor d of
n ∈ R such that ηR(d) = 1 then PRn(e) is a group. If ηR(d) ≥ 2 then PRn(e)
is not necessarily a group.

Remark 4.3. The used technique can be applied to more general structures.
For instance, a corresponding more general analysis for residually finite Dede-
kind domains is done in [13]. In this case, as already mentioned above, we have
all the necessary information about the structure of the maximal unipotent
semigroups and maximal unipotent groups of the multiplicative semigroups for
rings of algebraic integers. The reader is referred to [13] for more details.
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